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Overview
“Sustainability, like any emerging megatrend, will create
winners and losers as threats and opportunities emerge.
Historically all major shifts, whether it’s the industrial revolution
or the internet, require transformation that drives commercial
value”.– David Page, Founder of business mix.
It’s now accepted that sustainability is going to be one of
the defining challenges of the century for the world and its
population.

Whether
it’s Climate Change, plastic pollution, deforestation
or species extinction, society is increasingly hearing about how
the issues will affect them. With escalating public demands and
government action– this, necessarily, becomes an issue that
has to be understood and mitigated by the corporate world.
This document explores some of the key areas that corporates
need to consider and looks at options to catalyse, commercialise
and accelerate, corporate sustainability using key skills,
networks and experience offered by business mix.

Sustainability is an issue for
YOUR company...
As the public and political demands for sustainable action increasingly make this a higher priority,
every stakeholder group in a corporate’s world will both be affected by, and be required to action,
their part in dealing with the challenges. Everyone associated with business will come under pressure
to articulate what they are actually doing and their future plans to accelerate the transition to a
sustainable economy.
In an increasingly competitive world, how do these statistics impact your...
Future customers?
72% of people under the age of 23 said they are willing to spend more money on goods and service
produced in a sustainable fashion, and nearly half (49%) have boycotted a brand because they have
behaved in a way that is against their values.
Recruitment?
94 percent of people under the age of 23 expect companies to address urgent social and environmental
issues and nearly half agree TOP TALENT will only want to work at companies that implement
sustainable business practices (46%).
Current staff and advocacy?
39% would leave a negative review on public forums such as Glassdoor if they felt that their company
had poor sustainability practices and 4 in 10 would simply look to change jobs.
Operational and commercial model?
The amount of global GDP in the last 9 months (as of February 2020) covered by zero-carbon targets
has increased from 16% to 49% representing $39 trillion.

Contact us for reference material and more information about how sustainability may impact your stakeholders
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“There is a fundamental reshaping of the system underway… it means not
just profitability going down, but companies face going out of business if
they do not plan for the transition to a green economy. …..What I learned in
the financial crises was, ‘plan beats no plan’.” - Mark Carney: UK Government
advisor for climate change and former Bank of England Governor.
World Economic Forum 2020.

YOU
need an
actionable
plan

Think of this as commercial NOT Corporate Social Responsibility.

Think of this as an opportunity, NOT just a threat.

As a corporate, the areas that you will want to focus
on to manage the threats, drive new revenues
and explore new opportunities are highly likely to
include the following:
Product and service innovation


Innovation for short and long term sustainability
Develop new sustainable product and service lines to
cater to new and emerging markets
Plan for future customers and emerging trends - more
sustainable and targeted marketing
Assess your customers sustainability ratings and

credentials

Collaboration
 xplore and forge new cross-sector collaborations to
E
drive sustainability
Future proof supply chains and make sure they are free
from issues
Engage local and wider communities with sustainability protect the natural environment
Engage on Climate Action, zero carbon plans and
transition pathways

We can look at ways of delivering a transformation
programme to accelerate the delivery of your
sustainability goals.

As a corporate the areas that you will want to focus
on to manage the threats, drive new revenues and
explore new opportunities are likely to include the
following:
Operating Sustainably





 onsider new systems, processes and technology to
C
improve responsible consumption and production
Consider sustainability of core processes
Ensure you have good and accountable governance
systems to protect sustainability
Position sustainability effectively for staff talent
acquisition and retention
Plan for regulation and voluntary action with government
bodies



Behaving Sustainably

Assess
and improve energy consumption and efficiency
Explore new renewable energy sources and improve
renewable ratios
Transform plastic recycling and implement intelligent
usage
Assess the potential for reduction and reuse of materials
Build sustainability into technology and data storage
Reduce food waste across the business
Reduce water use and consumption

We can look at ways of delivering a transformation
programme to accelerate the delivery of your
sustainability goals.
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Applying our
proven structures,
processes and
Open Innovation
approach to solving
your problems

Enable

your creativity
through proven
structures, skills,
experiences and
processes

Create

engagement to
inform, mobilise,
and energise your
stakeholders

Access

and engage with
our open innovation
network to deliver
fresh approaches,
technology, science
and opportunities

Execute

on the delivery of
commercial value
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INNOVATION
HOTSPOTS
#thepowerofcollaboration

UK and Europe – We use our office in
Shoreditch, London as a platform to access
London, the UK and specific European
innovation hubs including Berlin and the
Nordics.
Southeast Asia – We are also based in
Singapore, which we use as a platform to
access both Singapore as an innovation
hub, as well as the rest of Southeast Asia.

Israel
– We have significant experience
of working with Israel’s innovation hubs
and provide access through a range of
partnerships.

India
– We have developed key partnerships
to support accessing the India innovation
hubs.

Our options to get You started
To get you going quickly, we start with a general webinar
and a focused 2 day diagnostic session, as part of our
FastStart programme.
1-hour FREE Investigative Session

We
offer a 1-hour session to potential innovation clients.
This service is offered as a face-to-face meeting, phone
or webinar call with the purpose of establishing an initial
relationship, identifying key problem areas and discussing
potential next steps. We’ll discuss your business in general
and the challenges you are facing, before recommending
next steps which will practically move you forward.
2-day Diagnostic Session
We offer a 2-day session to work with one of or industry
experts split across manageable half and full day sessions.
The 2-day process includes discussing your individual
objectives, undertaking a deep dive into your company,
understanding current business strategy, models, structure
and challenges as well as providing direction, insight,
experience and practical steps to deliver real value via
innovation. 
FastStart Programme
We also offer our tried and tested FastStart programme
which focusses on supporting the strategic ambitions of our
clients, using innovation to drive transformational change
across your organisation with specific focus on;

Clarity
of priority and scope
A clear and actionable plan
Three practical steps to collaborate with the sustainability
innovation ecosystem
To register your interest in one of these sessions or
learn more about our innovation services, please visit
the ‘services’ section of our website or contact us at
enquiries@business-mix.com for further details of our

FastStart Programmes.

Who are we?
business mix is a collaboration network and consultancy. We work with
both large corporates seeking to innovate and start-up and scale-up
companies, helping them to grow operationally. We focus on a specific
area: owning the space between the large corporates and the start-up
world allowing us to make it work for both sides. For more information on
business mix visit us at: www.business-mix.com

David Page, CEO & Founder of business mix

David Page is the CEO & Founder of business mix, a global innovation and
collaboration network and consultancy, that is supporting corporates to
innovate and helping start-up and scaling organisations to effectively
grow operationally. business mix is based in London and Singapore and
has clients in Sustainability, Financial Services, Engineering, Sports Tech
and New IT Platforms. David has worked at, and with, large corporates for
over 25 years, with the last 14 years in leadership and executive positions
at Barclays, Capita and Visa Europe in COO and transformational roles.

LONDON
68-80 Hanbury Street
London
E1 5JL

SINGAPORE
The Hive
36 Carpenter Street
Singapore
059915

Meet the rest of the team
Vicky Young, COO
Vicky Young is the COO of business mix and an accomplished Change
and Project Management consultant. With over 15 years’ experience,
she has delivered complex, business-critical technology, business
and regulatory based change management solutions to clients on
a global scale. She has built a successful career helping some of
the world’s leading financial services and insurance organisations
including Visa Europe, M&G Investments, Deutsche Bank and Capita
Life & Pensions. Vicky has delivered significant cost and performance
improvements for clients, and is passionate about delivering
hands-on leadership, mentoring, coaching and development whilst
instilling a culture of ownership and accountability.

Jon Downing, Business Development Director
Jon is an experienced innovation, service and technology leader,
with over 25 years’ experience successfully delivering business &
technology services to global financial companies – including Visa,
JP Morgan, HP Enterprise Services & American Express, where Jon
rose to become the Vice President of Technologies Operations
for the Global Travel division and designed and implemented a
new technology support organisation for Amex’s European travel
business. Previously, Jon was a key member of Visa Europe’s
Innovation Hub and was responsible for identifying, and testing,
the most exciting and revolutionary ideas in payments and
developing them into a commercial reality. Jon setup and led the
Blockchain practice at Visa Europe Collab and was responsible for
leading multiple, high-profile, proof of concept initiatives with key
start-up companies including BTL; testing ideas for new products
and services across the whole payments eco-system, with specific
focus and thought leadership in the blockchain and crypto-currency
domain. Jon now provides Advisory and Consulting Services to
ambitious entrepreneurs, is currently on the Advisory Board of
leading Enterprise Blockchain company, BTL and is a recognised
Associate with business mix.

Meet the rest of the team
Rob Beardmore, Sector Lead for Sustainability
As Sector Lead for Sustainability, Rob’s role involves developing the
strategy and internal sustainability policy for business mix.
He supports clients through research and using collaboration
platforms and global network.
Rob also represents business mix at a wide range of events including
sustainable innovation conferences as well as seminars, looking at
the recent advances in innovative thinking and technology.
With a background in environmental science, he is experienced
in working as part of multi-disciplined teams, collaborating on all
issues including scientific, economic and social aspect.

Donna Blanks, Head of Business Development
and Ecosystem Scouting, APAC
Donna Blanks is the Head of Business Development for business
mix’ APAC, responsible for client relationships and collaborations
with our innovation ecosystem across Asia, with over 10 years
professional experience across multiple industries.

Marvin Tabi, Renewable Energy Advisor
Marvin Tabi is the CEO of WESAF , founded in 2015. Marvin has an
academic background in oil and gas but has always been passionate
about renewable energy and it’s ability to transform the worlds
poorest regions. He is doing just this with WESAF and plans to use
biofuel and power production to relieve its poverty and introduce
climate efficient practices to communities across Cameroon and
beyond.

Corporate Innovation

business mix combines expertise in understanding how innovation works and what’s needed
to help large corporates articulate and understand their business problems and longer-term
aspirations. This then allows us to bring together in a bespoke innovation agenda and plan
that quickly drives commercial value.
Collaboration is absolutely at the heart of what we do and how we do it; business mix provides
a global Partner and Associate network with a vast array of operational experience which has
years of delivery experience in change, innovation and ecosystem management across large
corporates and scaling companies.
If you’re starting your innovation journey, feel your innovation is suboptimal or stalled,
business mix can help. business mix has a suite of proven repeatable services that can be
accessed individually or as an overall program.
business mix can support you through
 nderstanding the priority and scope for your innovation
U
Providing proven processes, organizational structures, skills and experience to enable
successful innovation. business mix is passionate about implementing these processes
and structures for our clients and creating the knowledge transfer that enables the clients
to be self-sufficient and be operational in their innovational function
Open innovation – business mix provides the skills and experience to access and leverage
all elements of the innovation ecosystem. This includes access to startups, accelerators,
academia, government, venture capital and other corporates, as well as proactive access
to events, creating ecosystem partnerships, running accelerators, hackathons and design
jams, and executive innovation programs
Pipeline management – business mix can give ongoing support to create and maintain
your innovation pipeline and manage the deal-flow through the pipeline
Storytelling and messaging – business mix recognises the importance of explaining your
innovation approach both internally and externally and supports this with expertise in
storytelling, messaging, audience segmentation and communications channel development.
Routes to live – business mix can support you in scaling and commercializing your successful
innovations
If you would like to know more about our innovation services, please visit the ‘services’
section of our website or contact us at enquiries@business-mix.com for details of our
FastStart programmes.

www.business-mix.com

Join the business mix
sustainability network

Work with our partners
Cleantech London

CONTACT US TO REGISTER

CONTACT US TO REGISTER

rob@business-mix.com

vicky@business-mix.com

Be part of Cleantech
Singapore – SouthEast
Asia’s sustainable
technology accelerator

Join the India/UK Crossover
Challenge, using digital to
transform sustainability

CONTACT US TO REGISTER

CONTACT US TO REGISTER

donna@business-mix.com

events@business-mix.com

act    partner    sponsor

TRANSFORM
#thepowerofcollaboration

